Recommender systems can be formulated as a matrix completion problem, predicting ratings from user and item parameter vectors. Optimizing these parameters by subsampling data becomes difficult as the number of users and items grows. We develop a novel approach to generate all latent variables on demand from the ratings matrix itself and a fixed pool of parameters. We estimate missing ratings using chains of evidence that link them to a small set of prototypical users and items. Our model automatically addresses the cold-start and online learning problems by combining information across both users and items. We investigate the scaling behavior of this model, and demonstrate competitive results with respect to current matrix factorization techniques in terms of accuracy and convergence speed.
Introduction
The central aim of model-based collaborative-filtering methods is to predict a user's rating of an item from a small number of recorded preferences in the system. An effective approach towards this problem is to formulate it as a matrix factorization problem. One can approximate a ratings matrix R ∈ R M ×N as a low-rank factorization R ≈ UV , where U ∈ R M ×K , V ∈ R N ×K and K min(M, N ) [14, 12] . The K-dimensional rows U i and V j of U and V are commonly referred to as the latent user and item vectors. Under this framework, each of the ratings entries R ij is approximated by the inner product U i V j .
A major drawback to these methods is that the number of parameters to be optimized grows with the number of users and items. Because the training loss is a coupled function of all of these parameters, stochastic optimization through data mini-batches resembles a form of blockwise coordinate optimization. We conjecture that there is room for improvement in the stochastic optimization of large models of this form, by directly enforcing a coupling between parameters of similar rows and columns.
In this paper, we propose our Recursive Evidence Chains (REC) algorithm. The central idea to our algorithm is that we do not store the entire latent matrices U and V but rather store only a very small subset of it (the prototypes) and then learn a function using neural networks to recursively generate the latent representations for non-prototypical users and items on-demand. Another challenge for collaborative-filtering methods is the classic "cold-start" problem, where new users have few ratings and the system has limited information on the preferences of such users. A sidebenefit of applying recursive chains to generate latent representations on-demand is that the coupling of parameters between users provides a natural form of information-sharing, or regularization.
Background
In this section we introduce the notion of rowless and columnless matrix factorization techniques, as well as explore how they relate to coupled parameter optimization and online learning. In the next section, we will show how our proposed algorithm REC combines and generalizes these approaches.
Rowless collaborative filtering Instead of explicitly storing an embedding for every row and column in a matrix, rowless methods generate row embeddings on-demand. They estimate each embedding as a function of the specific row's rated item embeddings in conjunction with the corresponding ratings themselves. One such function could be a neural net which maps any given (item embedding, rating) pair to a user embedding. Let f φ be such a net, then we can generate some user embedding U i by taking the average of f φ over all of user i's rated items, which we denote by Ω i . In precise mathematical terms, we haveÛ
where V j denotes the embedding for item j and R ij denotes the user i's rating for item j. After generatingÛ i , we can make a prediction by settingR ij =Û i V j .
Properties of rowless methods Rowless methods perform well in online settings [4, 16] , since they can handle an infinite amount of novel rows without requiring retraining. In addition, they have O(N K) parameter complexity, since row embeddings are automatically generated from item embeddings. We will show in our experiments in Section 5 that using an aggregation function to couple multiple embeddings can improve the rate of convergence for mini-batch gradient based optimization methods.
Columnless collaborative filtering By making the necessary modifications, we can imagine a columnless model:
where Ω j denotes the rows in which a rating for item j exists, and f ψ represents a neural network that maps a given (user embedding, rating) pair to an item embedding. Analogous to the rowless case, columnless methods have O(M K) space complexity. 
?
(a) Information flow for a rowless factor modelR
(b) Graphical model of making predictions in a rowless factor model. which we present the next section, leverages recursion to achieve O(K) parameter scaling with respect to the dataset size.
Recursive Evidence Chains
In this section we introduce a general framework for combining both rowless and columnless matrix factorization. Instead of allocating full embeddings for only columns or only rows, we pick a constant number of prototype users P u and prototype items P v such that |P u | M and |P v | N . We select our prototypes to be the users and items with the most ratings. To aid with visualization, we sort our matrices such that the P u users are the first |P u | rows of the matrix, and similarly so for items.
Each prototype user and item receives an embedding, while all non-prototypical users u i and nonprototypical items v j are predicted on-demand. Intuitively, because our method is rowless, we are able to predict each missing u i embedding as a function of the ratings of that user and the embeddings of each item the user rated. Since our method is also columnless, we predict each missing v j as a function of the ratings of that item and the embeddings of each user who rated that item. This introduces a recursion until we reach the prototypical users and items. An example of this type of recursive structure is shown in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b.
Predicting latent factors in REC
We denote by f ϕ and f ψ two feed-forward networks parametrized respectively by ϕ ∈ R d and ψ ∈ R p . The former maps an item latent factor and rating pair to a user latent factor, while the latter maps a user latent factor and rating pair to an item latent factor.
When collecting evidence to generate an embedding, we decompose the problem into whether or not our evidence stems from a prototypical user or item. For users, we define the latent factors as
where we recall that Ω i is the set of rated items by the i-th user. Similarly, for items, we have the function V j :
where Ω j is the set of users that gave a rating for item j.
With this simple formulation, it is almost impossible for an embedding generation step of REC to finish. If at least one rating R ij is shared between a non-prototype row and non-prototype column, (c) A trace of our model doing predictions using ML-100K. Edge directions denote information flow. prototype vectors are shaded. Note that User 13 rated Babe, which is not a prototype -but Babe has been rated by prototype users, which allows us to its latent. attempting to generate their embeddings will cause an infinite loop, since each predicted embeddinĝ u i ,v j will request the other's value. To address this, we introduce a Max Depth (MD) constant. If a recursive call has depth greater than or equal to MD in the stack, and the requested embedding is not a prototype, we return None and ignore that embedding's value in the summation. This guarantees that REC will always terminate.
Predictions with REC For a given rating R ij , we generate our predicted ratingsR ij by generating both U i and V j and then settingR ij = U i V T j . It is possible for one or both of our generated embeddings to be undefined. This can occur if the shortest path to the prototypes is longer than our given MD. In this case, we return the mean of the dataset.
Training REC Given the above, we are able to train REC end-to-end using SGD. We can jointly optimize REC's set of parameters: Θ = {u, v, φ, ψ} where u are the user prototype embeddings, v the item prototype embeddings and φ, ψ the parameters of our generator nets. While the definition of our latent feature vectors (U, V) rely on piece-wise functions, they are sub-differentiable and thus easy to optimize in a framework which supports automatic differentiation such as PyTorch or Tensorflow. We use the standard matrix factorization loss function, with regularization terms on the magnitude of our prototype embeddings and generator net parameters.
Complexity controls
While REC with an assigned Max Depth can converge, it suffers from wasted computation. In this section we introduce complexity controls to minimize the amount of computation done by REC, while still retaining enough information to accurately predict a given rating. When we combine if is_prototype_user(i) :
return embedding_for_user(i)
4:
if depth ≥ max_depth :
5:
return None 6:
for j ∈ items_rated_by_user(i) :
ifv j == None:
10:
user_embeddings.append(f ϕ (v j , R ij )) 12: if user_embeddings == [] : 13: return None
14:
return mean(user_embeddings)
9:
ifū i == None:
item_embeddings.append(f ψ (ū i , R ij )) 12: if item_embeddings == [] : 13: return None
14:
return mean(item_embeddings) Figure 3 .2: Pseudocode for REC with Max Depth. f φ and f ψ here denotes the neural networks used to generate our user and item vectors respectively. these complexity controls, the amount of computation required is reduced by 3 orders of magnitude compared to an implementation using only Max Depth. The impact of our complexity controls can be seen in Figure 4 .1.
Cycle Blocking (CB) We begin by eliminating cycles from the computation. Before using some embeddingv j as evidence to generate some embeddingû i , we first check ifû i is already acting as evidence forv j earlier in the call stack. If so, we ignore it.
Caching (CA) When generating some embeddingû i it is possible that some embeddingv j is needed multiple times in the call stack. In this case,v j and all of its dependencies will be generated multiple times. To avoid repeated computation, we cache the result of any predicted embedding computation and return it instead of recomputing. These embedding caches are wiped after every gradient update, since they no longer reflect what the model would have generated. This optimization reduces the number of requests for embeddings by two orders of magnitude.
Evidence Limit (EL) On larger datasets such as ML-10M, a single user or item can have thousands of ratings. This means that generating one embedding may require the intermediate generation of thousands of other embeddings, a costly procedure at each level of our recursive algorithm. Instead, we define an evidence limit EL ∈ N . When generating an embedding we randomly select an EL number of ratings and use them to generate our embedding. We set EL to 80 for all of our experiments unless otherwise specified. Using EL roughly halves the number of embeddings we generate on ML-100K, with the gains increasing on larger datasets.
Prototype Prioritization (PP) Once an evidence limit is introduced, picking the right embeddings to explore becomes an optimization problem. In the worst case, every single embedding we select is unable to reach the prototype section by the time Max Depth is reached, and will therefore return None. To avoid this where possible, we use Prototype Prioritization. Instead of randomly sampling EL users, we greedily select available prototypes to generate our embedding. If the number of available prototypes is less than EL, we randomly sample the rest to ensure that we still generate from EL embeddings. On ML-100K this reduces the number of generated embeddings by 36%.
Telescoping Evidence Limit (TEL)
The deeper into the recursion stack an embedding is generated, the weaker the evidence it provides about the requested rating. To help reduce the amount of distantlyrelated embeddings we collect as evidence, we use a Telescoping Evidence Limit. The TEL is a depth aware version of EL, which halves its value at each depth. Thus TEL d=0 := EL and in general On the left, we see the behaviour for 6 different implementations of REC using various complexity controls. On the right, we add the cache and note its ability to reduce the number of failed requests.
Experiments
Datasets. We evaluate our model on three collaborative filtering datasets: MovieLens-100K, MovieLens-1M and MovieLens-10M [6] . The ML-100K dataset contains 100,000 ratings of 1682 movies by 943 users, ML-1M dataset contains approximately 1 million ratings of 3900 movies by 6040 users and ML-10M dataset contains approximately 10 million ratings of 10681 movies by 71567 users. For our experiments, we take a 80/20 train/validation split of the datasets. Our hyperparameters are optimized according to this choice of validation set.
Implementation details. The standard configuration we took for REC, unless otherwise specified, is as follows: the number of prototypical users and items |P u | and |P v | are set to 50, the Evidence Limit EL and Max Depth MD are set to 80 and 4 respectively. We use a 3-layer feed-forward neural network with each 200 neurons for each hidden layer. The activation functions of each net are ReLUs, with exception of the last layer which is taken to be linear.
In addition, we introduce a pretraining phase in our REC experimentation: we first perform PMF on only the prototypical block before training on all parameters. This procedure ensures that the prototypes are large enough to recombine into an accurate rating, and therefore reducing the need for updating its distribution. We found that this short constant-time procedure sped up the optimization process considerably. Lastly, we set the default batch size to be 1000 and use the Adam optimizer [8] with a learning rate of 10 −3 and regularization parameter λ = 10 −5 . Our metric of evaluation across all experiments is test root-mean square error (RMSE).
Test RMSE comparisons. We begin by comparing the performance of REC to the following collaborative-filtering algorithms: PMF [11] , NNMF [5] , Biased-MF [9] , and CF-NADE [18] . For ML-100K and ML-1M, we use the standard configuration whereas for ML-10M, the only changes we make are setting EL to be 40 and MD to be 3. In all three experiments, we train for 2000 iterations. Table 2 gives the comparison scores. We find that for ML-100K, REC achieves a test RMSE performance comparable to standard collaborative-filtering algorithms. For ML-1M and ML-10M, while our method does not reach state-of-art performance, especially compared to CF-NADE and BiasedMF, we believe that this can be substantially improved if we tune the number of prototype users P u and items P v .
Model

ML-100K ML-1M ML-10M
PMF [11] 0.952 0.883 -NNMF [5] 0 Table 1 : Test RMSE results on ML-100K, ML-1M, and ML-10M for various models. Scores reported for PMF, NNMF, Biased-MF (ML-100K/ML-1M) were taken from [5] . Scores reported for CF-NADE and Biased-MF (ML-10M) were taken from [18] . Note that these results were obtained using a 90/10 train/valid split whereas in REC we used a 80/20 split.
Coupling of parameters leads to faster convergence
We compare the performance of REC to PMF in the early stages of the training process. Again, we use the standard configuration for REC on ML-100K but change EL and MD to 20 and 2 for ML-1M and ML-10M. For PMF, the same 80/20 train/valid split is used to partition the datasets and we choose batch-sizes of 1000, 5000, and 10000 for ML-100K, ML-1M, and ML-10M respectively. The reason behind increasing batch-sizes is that for PMF, as opposed to REC, larger batch-sizes are required to achieve accurate training as the dataset size grows. For consistency, we also applied the same pretraining procedure in REC to PMF.
In Figure 5 .1, we see that for all three datasets, REC converges to a RMSE < 1 in under 30 iterations. Furthermore, we find that REC learns very well in the early training process. On the other hand, PMF cannot reach a RMSE < 1 in 250 iterations; in fact, it only attains this at around iterations 400, 360, and 500 for ML-100K, ML-1M, and ML-10M respectively. As for wall-clock statistics, it takes around 10, 45 and 70 seconds to complete one REC iteration on ML-100K, ML-1M and ML-10M respectively.
As demonstrated in Figure 5 .1, REC has similar test RMSE convergence curves across increasingly large datasets while maintaining a constant number of parameters. This highlights the attractive scalability properties of REC. In contrast, we observe that the number of iterations it takes for PMF to converge depends on the size of the dataset. Figure 5 .1: Performance of REC and PMF on ML-100K, ML-1M and ML-10M for < 250 iterations.
Constant Scale Online Predictions Without Retraining
Here, we evaluate REC's performance on an online learning problem. We do this by training REC on a small subset of all rows and columns, and then testing its performance against increasingly large sets of new rows and columns. This approximates new content and subscribers being added to a Scores reported for GC-MC were taken from [15] Figure 5.2: REC's performance to handle two sparsity problems: online learning and cold start recommender system over time. To keep our experimental setup simple, we assume that we have access to the entire dataset for the purpose of determining our prototypes. We begin by selecting 50 prototypes for both users and items. We then train to convergence on 20% of the rows and columns of our dataset where this 20% includes the prototypes. We reintroduce 20% of the total rows and columns at a time to both the train and test sets, and evaluate REC's performance on the test set at each iteration. The incremental findings of this experiment can be seen in Figure 5 .2a while the final results are showcased in Table 2 . Table 2 : Online test results on ML-100K, ML-1M, and ML-10M. Recall that the number of prototype users P u and prototype items P v are fixed to 50 for all datasets.
Cold Start
In this experiment on ML-100K, we show that REC generates accurate predictions for users with few ratings. To simulate a cold start setting, we utilize the formulation in [15] . Out of our training set, we randomly select N c users to be our cold start users, by dropping all but n r of their ratings. After training, we log REC's performance on the entire validation set. In order to study the effect of both N c and n r on our model, we report configurations of N c ∈ [0, 50, 100, 150] and n r ∈ [1, 5, 10] . Note that the case where N c = 0 is regular REC, as no users have ratings dropped. While REC underperforms when compared to the results given in [15] , it significantly outperforms guessing the mean (1.15 RMSE), and our experiments using REC exhibit similar trends to those given in [15] , indicating that REC is a promising technique for address cold-start problems.
Related Work
Incorporating deep learning techniques into collaborative filtering has been an active area of research [17] . In [5] , the authors introduced Neural Network Matrix Factorization (NNMF) [5] which uses a neural network to factorize the ratings matrix R. CF-NADE [18] is a neural autoregressive architecture for collaborative filtering inspired from Restricted Boltzmann Machine for Collaborative Filtering (RBM-CF) [13] and Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE) [10] , currently maintains the highest state-of-the-art performance across MovieLens and Netflix datasets, though with high complexity overhead. Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) [7] provides a systematic study of applying various neural network architectures into the collaborative filtering problem.
Graph Convolutional Matrix Completion (GC-MC) [15] , similar to REC, also interpreted matrix completion problem as a bipartite user-item graph where observed ratings represent links. A graph convolutional auto-encoder framework was used in GC-MC to predict the links. The main difference is that GC-MC stores the latents of every user and item, whereas REC only stores a small subset, generating the rest through neural networks.
Online collaborative filtering methods have also been an active vein of research. The authors in [1] proposed an algorithm for learning a rank-k matrix factor model in an online manner, which scales linearly with k and the number of ratings. An online algorithm to learn rank-prediction rules for a user, using the ratings of other users, was proposed in the work of [3] . In the work of [2] , the authors present an algorithm that learns to group users into one of k types of users in an online fashion, where each of the k user types have their own established probabilities of liking each item.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed REC, a generalization of rowless and columnless matrix factorization techniques where user and item embeddings are generated through recursive evidence chains. Our model has a variety of interesting and attractive properties, such as constant parameter scaling, fast training, and the ability to handle both online learning and the cold start problem. We demonstrate its performance on standard datasets and find that it has competitive performance to existing collaborativefiltering algorithms.
